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Happy new year to all of those keeping company with, and supporting, their colleagues!
 
Here are the winners of the Fall semester draw. All received a $10 gift card to Phil and Sebastian
Coffee (who have a very fine curbside pick-up service).
 
We hope you have found creative ways to share time with each other. As promised, below are
some January suggestions and information for a new draw: The Cooking Lesson.

The Cooking Lesson 

Here is the plan for the cooking lesson:

1. One person in your Three’s Company group volunteers to be the celebrity chef. They:
choose a family recipe, a fan favourite dish, or show what they can do with a can and can- opener
(we want to remove any pressure…this is for fun!)
provide their Three’s Company group with a recipe so they can buy the ingredients ahead of the
GoogleMeet Cooking Lesson.
on the day of…set up their laptop camera to give a view of the kitchen prep area.
Show their magic so others can cook along and take advice 

2. The rest of the Three’s Company group:
buys their own ingredients. 
sets up their camera to show their workspace during the Cooking Lesson
follows their celebrity chef’s instructions 

3. Enjoy whatever you’ve created.
4. Send your recipe or photos of the final products you created to mknapik@mtroyal.ca to enter a draw

for a $25 foodie gift certificate. Deadline for submission: February 28, 2021

Entries can be mailed to mknapik@mtroyal.ca

Need Other Ideas?

Check out the MRFA Social Events line up for
dance lessons and a hand drumming workshop
that are designed to be inclusive of ability or age.
All in your household can join in.

Online Social Events
 
Check out the PD opportunities from the MRFA
PD committee or the ADC and plan to attend
something of mutual interest that you can debrief
as a group. 

MRFA Calendar 
ADC Calendar 

Thank you for your continued participation in community building among colleagues!
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